Bygone Days
Little Barford to the “HOLE”, Bristol and Manchester GCA
My story by Ray Knowles

Ray writes; - I was born in Eastleigh, Hampshire, in 1926. Having finished primary education,
I won a scholarship to local grammar school. I completed 5 years and left at 16 years with
the London School certificate. My 3 main interests were Wildlife, Physics and Biology.

Having left school, I concluded I couldn’t be a vet so became an indentured apprentice
electrician with a firm in Southampton working on military installations and factories in
south west England. I studied on Saturday pm and all-day Sunday at Southampton university
(no evening classes due to air raids) and full time
for about 6 months at Borough Polytechnic in
London to complete examinations etc. On
completion I returned to finish my apprenticeship.
During this time, I was called upon to register for
National Service and underwent a medical,
however due to my Apprenticeship and studying
for professional qualification as an Electrical
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Engineer my eventual call-up was deferred and eventually cancelled. My age group missed
National Service.
Subsequent to this I was called to be interviewed by a panel
in London (sort of labour exchange for qualified people) and
was offered a post as junior engineer at Little Barford Power
Station in 1947. It had an installed capacity of 4x 30Mw
units and I believe the only power station commissioned
during the War.
It was through this connection I became interested in
System Operation and got a job as a General Assistant
Engineer at St Pauls Grid Control Centre in 1948. I can
remember quite clearly my time in this WW2 emergency
bunker and I kept a personal diary of some of the events
and observation at the time which I did not expect to be of
any value until Tony asked me in 2018 if I could recall my
time “down the Hole”. Below is an extract from my personal
diary dated Monday 12th Dec 1949 in my own hand writing.

----------------------------0000-------------------------
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Copy of above loading log.
Monday 12th December 1949
Peters Nicholl Muxlow Knowles
Loading: - Knowles. DAYShift
Switching: - Muxlow
8am Brimsdown on strike - 70Mw
-shed. 10% outside London
-N. Met shedding as necessary.
13.30 Taylors Lane on strike. Acton Lane onto Taylors Lane at Willesden. gen29
15.00 approx. Littlebrook ‘B’ shut down on strike.
16.30 Shed 2 stages everywhere
16.00 Warning of Barking’s intention to strike.
18.00 Importing 150Mw, Littlebrook A shutdown believed due to strike.
Delayed restoration.
19.00 All restored bar N.Met (5% only)
Taylors Lane Transformers carried 48Mw each safely on very low ambient.
n.b. 18 Mw E. Finchley traction load transferred to Neasden. Restricts Greenwich.
Tony, N. Met is North Metropolitan a small London power company, main station
Brimsdown.
----------------------------0000------------------------Most of my pre-1947 history is from
my conversations with older shift staff
when I joined, just snippets. I believe
the early pre-war Area Control was
near the site of the original Bankside A
Power Station. It was very basic with
no National Control on site.
Presumably because Area Control
Systems were not originally
interconnected. However, I cannot
vouch for its veracity but it was said
that sometime in the 1930’s technical
opinion said the Grid System which in
essence was mainly 132KV overheard circuits across the Country could not, if
interconnected, be controlled and remain stable. Although a date was not specifically said I
think it was probably around 1935 when Area Control Grid Systems across the Country were
connected without the disastrous affects forecast by others in authority. They had not told
the shift staff who interconnected without reference for some unrecorded reason. At this
time National Control did not exist with any authority as we know it today.
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This did not mean there were no problems to be dealt with every working day. For example,
the midday peak in the North was an hour earlier than the South. The North and South were
connected by just two 132kv lines Peterborough-Bourne in the East and Stoke -Crewe in the
West, rated at 90Mw each. The maximum desired flow between these circuits was limited
to 90Mw to avoid risk of cascade tripping should one or other trip.
Dependent on generating plant disposition we had full maximum flow North followed in
about 30 minutes with maximum flow South requiring fast generation changes. No fast
acting generating plant was available to the Loading Engineer so had to carefully manage
the power flow across a number of slow response Powers Stations.
There were other horrendous stories in addition to the daily disruption of bombing raids
where overhead 132KV lines were tripped out of service due to barrage balloon trailing lines
hitting the circuits causing unexpected and sometimes dangerous loss of supply.
Rumours had it that the IRA had attempted to blow up the original Bankside Control Room
but had only damaged the Control Engineers car in the garage. I can’t vouch for this.
I went straight on shift for a
trial period in St Paul’s Area
Control and then promoted
after 12 months and became a
1st Assistant Grid Control
Engineer in 1949. I went on
shift under Mr Jack Gilbert,
Senior Control Engineer with
two older Assistants in the
team. They were Jack Hansford and Peter Shuttleworth. Good sound men, I learnt a lot
during this period of major stress in the power industry with frequent load shedding due to
shortage of generating plant, even in summer.
At the time the working week was being shortened in the Industry necessitating 5 men per
shift complement instead of 4. (44hrs to 42 hrs per week)
National Control was a small room below the St Paul’s Area Control linked by a short
internal flight of stairs. The National Control Room had one diagram showing
interconnectors between Area’s and main circuitry with a System frequency meter and
electric clock. National Control Engineers carried out mainly liaison/co-ordination duties
including frequency targets for electric clock correction and load shedding.
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Adjacent to the National Control Room was the teleprinter room with communications to
each Control Area situated around the Country including Scotland. Its staff complement was
a National Control Engineer and a clerk/teleprinter operator.
The National Control Engineers were Mr Worthing - I believe was an ex-Army Engineer
based in Africa who we referred to as the Colonel. His main interest was breeding Bull Dogs.
Mr Anslow - very superior gentleman said to live in a penthouse apartment in Cheam,
always wore Savile-Row suits and travelled 1st Class on the trains. Each day he purchased
the ‘Daily Worker’ and ‘Financial Times’ to quote “keep a balanced view”. His main interest
was in Stocks and shares and probably the best National Control Engineer and well
respected.
Mr Calder - a dour but kindly gentleman of the old school and very sound Engineer - Mr
Welsford - equally good but enjoyed coming up to the Area Control Room for long chats in
the small hours of the night. Around 1953 he became somewhat of a celebrity by having a
cartoon sketch of his duties for about two months running in the Daily Mirror.
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Mr Dick - ex St Pauls Control Engineer newly promoted also another gentleman. All of them
were very helpful to me.
St Pauls Area Control Rooms comprised – Loading room with 2 desks, 1 large frequency
meter, a wall diagram with flow meters and teleprinter.

Loading Engineer in foreground Mr Muxlow. Mr Nichols alongside.
Adjacent was the Switching room consisting of a large schematic diagram made out of
Standard 1-inch tiles with limited switching indications otherwise hand dressed with 3 desks
I think.

Left George Hannington, Centre Mr Roper, Right Frank Manners
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Area Control Engineers were Mr Roper, Mr Bertalot, Mr Wilf Peters, Mr Jack Gilbert, plus
one vacancy filled by, I think, Mr Frank Cross,
I recall Shifts duties down the “Hole” were generally 09.30 to 19.30 and 19.30 to 09.30 the
next day. (a relic to avoid travelling during war time air raids.)
All telephones went through an exchanged manned by mostly ex Naval ratings. They were
very good at this and essential to the smooth running of the Control Room. A telegraph
system was available from St Paul’s Area Control to many Power Stations so they could be
called upon to change output by a pre-determined amount.
The stand-by diesel generator was on ground floor (street) level by the main entrance. It
was out dated and, in my time, never used in anger – thank heaven. It took 2 men 10
minutes to start it for test purposes.
A Canteen and dining
room were just below the
ground floor Street level
together with the only
toilets – None below
canteen level presumably
limited by street sewage
levels, however I recall,
we had 3 toilets rather
quaintly marked ‘Ladies’,
‘Gents’ and ‘Engineers’.
There was a calculator
room near the ground
floor which I think was
used by System planning
staff for fault level
determination. I had
nothing to do with this
activity.
A door below the Control
Rooms led to a platform
on the London
Underground Station at
St Pauls but was kept
locked and never needed.
Entrance to the St Pauls
Control Building was
inconspicuous i.e. a
simple double garage door on King Edwards Street. Not especially secret but as and when
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time permitted we would go out at midnight in pairs for a breath of fresh air. It intrigued
the City of London Police when they patrolled at midnight to find two fellows in their shirt
sleeves came out from the garage doors for a breather.
Access to all floors was by a winding staircase. But some were linked by short internal flights
of stairs.
A Solarium was provided underground presumable for health reasons in case, during the
war years, staff had to stay underground for long periods (vitamin D?). Never used in anger
to my knowledge.
Given the war- time disruptions which made it necessary to be underground, in my
experience working conditions were good, air quality was Ok and staff were pleasant
people, always helpful. Despite tense times they kept the atmosphere very light and were
very supportive to me.
The WW2 bunker (ex- disused underground
station ventilation shafts), affectionally
called the “Hole” was unique, situated in the
centre of the City, known to few and
surrounded by history. It even had a little
park nearby known locally as Postman’s
Park. A place of tranquillity where I
sometimes sat on a sunny Sunday morning
after night shift.
The “Hole” was finally decommissioned 12
December 1950.
My Operations Duties - These basically have ‘stood the test of time’ although revised,
polished and improved by way of ‘Operation memoranda’ and reflecting changes in
consumer behaviour throughout my time with the addition of growing input from
computing automation, display facilities in the Control Room and also out in the Power
Stations. e.g. auto reclose of circuits.
Load Dispatch
The aim was to meet consumer demand at all times at minimum cost and within frequency
and voltage limits. Frequency was set at plus or minus 1% of 50 c/sec (now measured in Hz)
or around the target frequency set by National Control for electric clock correction. To do
this key ‘turning points’ in the daily demand curve were established as stated below which
to my knowledge remain unchanged. Voltage was set at plus or minus 6% from nominal
voltage.
1

Night minimum

2A

Breakfast peak

2B

Lunch peak
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2C

off-load peak (early economy seven)

3A

Afternoon trough

3B

Tea time peak (usually 17.00hrs)

3C

Darkness Peak (In winter would coincide with tea time peak)

4A

Evening trough

4B

Late Evening peak

4C

Trough toward night Minimum

National Control, having estimated the total Consumer demand, sent out in advance
probable interarea transfers against which Areas Controls estimated their own demand and
using Power Station production cost tables, quoted a cost of plus and minus 20MW
increments to National Control either side of the probable transfer. In return National
Control would sum the individual Area demand estimates, which were likely to be more
accurate, and make economic adjustments to the Area transfer using the costs submitted.
The Control Areas would arrange their generating plant accordingly and as the consumer
demand varied throughout the day instruct their generation on a minute to minute basis to
meet both consumer demand and maintain their Area transfer with bias for frequency
correction.
Switching
Switching on the Grid System could only be carried out when instructed from Area Grid
Control. This was normally planned to allow routine maintenance and, in some cases
required co-ordination between the Area Controls and National. Superimposed on this is the
inevitable fault condition which occurred through adverse weather or simple plant failure
which made life quite hectic.
Area Grid Controls also ‘consented’ to all “Permit to work” and “Sanction for Test”
certificates on the Grid System. A very sound method of message logging and message
passing was established early on and was maintained and improved over the years.
The old emergency Control ‘bunker’ (the Hole)
had served its purpose after the war and there
was a growing need to improve the Control
facilities. Paternoster Square, alongside St
Pauls Cathedral had been pretty much
flattened during the bombing raids however
this site was ideal for a temporary building
being close to major telecommunication
facilities. This building was prefabricated
concrete made by “ORLIT. I never heard it
called “Hut”. We called it “up top” or
“Paternoster”. The new building was commenced on 6th July 1950.
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It was designed to accommodate the spilt up of St Pauls Grid Control Area into Thames
North and Thames South using the river Thames as near as possible for the Border and
accommodated a new National Control Room fit for purpose.
Thames North and Thames South were situated on the ground floor pointing East and West
respectively and National Control on the upper floor.
Thames North and Thames South were formally created on December 2nd 1950 at 19:57 hrs.
Five assistants from old St Pauls were combined with London Power Company control staff
to man Thames South. The remaining St Pauls staff manned Thames North.
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I was one of the staff from the Hole transferred to Thames South because none of the rest,
i.e. ex London Power Co. had ever operated as a separate Area Control. They had no 132kv
knowledge of switching or load despatch procedures. Before this time, they just acted like a
single power station and were instructed to generate a total output.
London Power Company was based at Ergon
House, Westminster and had a long-established
Control Room manned by ex LPC shift staff. LPC
was a massive company with many ‘irons in the
fire’. E.g. Hydraulics. A fleet of Colliers to move coal
from the North East to the Thames estuary. Some
eight or so large Power Stations including Battersea
A and B, Bankside, Deptford, and Acton Lane, to
name a few and the Central London cabled
network operating at 66kV and lower voltages.
They were connected to the grid via two BatterseaFulham cables and two 132Kv lines to Willesden. Output from the group was directed by St
Pauls Control as though a single station.
I married in 1950. London housing was difficult even then so I applied for and became
Assistant Grid Control Engineer at the Area Control Centre in Oakfield Road, Bristol in late
1950. I don’t know much history of Oakfield Road however I believe the Control room had
been added to a big house about 1 mile from the City centre. It was a single room in use
before the War and had an air-raid shelter within the Control room, (just a thick concrete
room about 8ft by 6ft with a narrow doorway).
The desk type switching diagram was built with half inch tiles. The shift complement was
only 3 including the Clerk. I settled well into the job and was promoted Senior Control
Engineer on the 17th December 1953.
Oakfield Road Control was moved to a new Control Centre at Durley Park, Keysham, Bristol
(date not recorded but probably about 1957). In 1959 I was interviewed for the post of
Personal Assistant (engineering) to the Regional Director, (initially to Mr Thirtle and later to
Mr Coates). This was a management training post for a two-year period. I stuck it out but
was happy to go back to my Senior job on shift.
In 1963 I became ‘Test Engineer’ for Automatic Control Research Project (ACRP) when a
section of S.W. England was detached from the Grid and controlled by a computer at Durley
Park. It forecast demand, chose economic loadings and sent signals to machine controllers
fitted to each generator. I spent several months at CERL, (Central Electricity Research
Laboratories) Leatherhead testing a mock-up and training operational staff.
I was just getting this operational when I moved to Manchester Grid Control, at ‘Roseneath’
as a Senior Engineer in 1965 where Manchester were about to set up the first District
Control room (Pennine) and complete 3 tier project. (2 District and Area Control)
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I was appointed Control Manager in 1974 during which time Manchester GCA did several
firsts i.e. Computer based GI74, Black start (after Grid failure scenario), Telecommand, (GCA
direct control of substation)
In the 1970’s I did two consultancies with the CEGB. First in Colombia advising on control of
combining five separate electrical systems and later in Portugal to help with the
introduction and use of online computer assistance for their power system.
Finally, I retired in 1984. For the record I am proud of my career in System Operation. I know
it was a real job and I thoroughly enjoyed the challenge and the friendships which endure
the test of time.
Ray Knowles. System Control Manager, Manchester Grid Control Area 1974 – 1984
Interviewed by Tony Malins. April 2018
Last edited 16 August 2018

Photographs taken from St Paul’s Grid Control Centre official brochure. cc. 1940 and Daily
Mirror 1953
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